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FROM PRESIDENT’S
DESK

Amrish Patel
President

Dear Students, Parents and Teachers,

We are witnessing a tectonic shift in the Indian higher education
system right now. Technology is now set to become the biggest
intermediary of pedagogy. Usha Pravin Gandhi College of Arts,
Science & Commerce has a learner centered paradigm of education
where the student is placed in a competitive learning environment of
the 21st century to foster excellenced quality.
Usha Pravin Gandhi College of Arts, Science & Commerce express
solidarity with you and promises to build resilience through inclusive
learning solutions and tech-based learning models for effective

in the saying, “Vidhyadhanam Sarvadhanam Pradhanam - knowledge
is the only real wealth in this world”, I welcome the students of
SVKM’s Usha Pravin Gandhi College of Arts, Science & Commerce. I
through innovative practices, immersed and engaged learning and
the inculations of moral and social values in the learners will continue.
May you make the best of these opening to shape your careers and
future. Wishing you everyone at Usha Pravin Gandhi College of Arts,
Science & Commerce, all the success in this new academic year
2020-21.
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Dear Students, Parents and Teachers,

FROM PRICIPAL’S
DESK

Dr. Anju Kapoor
Principal

At Usha Pravin Gandhi College of Arts, Science and Commerce, it is
our constant endeavor to make our students more skilled, capable,
employable and aligned to the needs of our economy so that they
contribute to country’s progress and also obtain gainful employment.
The academic staff achieves this by moving away from traditional
model of education to Learner- centered model of education and
with the world emerging from the crisis post COVID 19, the need to
move on to online education platforms has emerged as a priority. The
inclusion of technology has never been more important than today,
as newer challenges of health and safety begin to pose greater risks
than before. While we settle down to a new normal world, the college
remains committed to its mission to inculcate life skills by providing
minds.
The institution strives to empower its students with knowledge and
potential by motivating them towards community linked initiatives,
thereby shaping them into future leaders.
As the very proud Principal of this higher education institution I
warmly welcome you to Usha Pravin Gandhi College of Arts, Science
and Commerce and wish you the best this new Academic year
2020-2021 as we start our journey of learning with renewed hope and
innovation.

FROM EDITOR-IN
CHIEF

Prof. Mayur Sarfare
Editor-In-Chief

We are witnessing an unprecedented disruption caused by a pandemic
of incredible magnitude that has had a profound impact on the
socio-political and economic standing of our nation. Media remains at
the forefront of such a phenomenon with it being the primary
them. Like all sectors in the world, the academic one too has been a
dear victim of the ravages caused by the inexorable virus called Covid-19.
The academic year 2019-20 at UPG has been a truncated one with all
activities coming to a standstill by the middle of March. In spite of that
the academic year remained an interesting one with a host of activities
organized and a myriad of events celebrated. But the Cultural
committee and the NSS unit deserve a special mention because of their
extra-ordinary performances that helped turn the co-curricular spotlight
on UPG. The year also witnessed the birth of a one of kind sports festival
–Valor, which drew extravagant praises for its impeccable organization of
diverse sporting events. On the academic front, two important research
conferences were organized, one by the Mass media department, and
the other by the Information Technology department, which saw a
staggering number of research papers being submitted for publication.
UPG as always outperformed itself; however, with the unexpected arrival
of a deadly virus, everything has come to a grinding halt. We are
treading on unchartered waters with the hope of reaching the shore in
the immediate future. We can no longer give technology a
step-motherly treatment, it will inevitably revolutionize the
teaching-learning process. Having said that, the ‘classroom experience’
will always remain incomparable with any two-dimensional form of
communication. Therefore, a right blend of both the pedagogies could
be the way ahead.
As I said earlier, these are unprecedented times, hence, they call for
unprecedented measures!
Signing off.
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CULTURAL COMMITTEE

KEEPING THE TROPHY CUPBOARD FULL

Touted to be the most successful committee of the year,
Cultural Committee has set the bar up there when it comes to
representation, participation and winning. This committee,
also called the talent hunting team, is the force that brings
students together, picks the best of them, trains them and
win, bringing back trophies and creating a reputation. This
year the team was led by secretary Ramsha Tausalkar and she
was assisted by joint secretaries Devang Rathod and Yutika
Giri. The teacher co-ordinator who helped in making all this
possible was Mr. Lokesh Tardalkar and other faculty were Mrs.
Madhuvanti Date, Mrs. Rashmi Gahlowt, Mr. Mayur Sarfare and
Mr. Ashish Mehta.

representatives for Dance, Music, Drama, Fine Arts and Literary
Arts teams. They also had stream heads for assistance. With
this, after many years, we had properly organized teams led by
contingent was St. Xavier’s Malhar. This team was led by Arieka
Vakil and she was assisted by Yutika Giri, Mansi Gogri and
Shikha Thakkar. They came back with the Literary Arts trophy.
Simultaneously, they also participated in NM College’s Umang
where the CL was Mahek Parekh and her ACLs were Siddhant
Gala, Nirmay Desai and Taneesha Salgaonkar. Here, they
bagged the overall 2nd Runners Up podium and also won the
departmental trophy for Music and Literary Arts. With this,
they established that we have a very strong

2019 - 2020
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At both these places, we went as half contingent and came back with the Literary
i

Muskan Singh.
The biggest win was however, yet to come. The festival that they had worked so hard
that the college had never participated in and was going to compete with all the
created history when it won the third overall podium at the festival along with the
Business Acumen departmental trophy. The win was historic and set a precedent for
in

With this, Cultural Committee proved that no matter how small UPG may be, we are
a force to reckon with. What contributed to the success was the new team format,
organized teams and great planning and leadership for the entire year. With a new
team, new goals and a better vision each year, may the Cultural Committee always

SPORTS COMMITTEE

Bringingin the adrenaline rush

encouraged, facilitated and enjoyed. Being building blocks of a
youth’s personality, it is imperative that every college has one
committee dedicated just for those athletes and sport lovers. As
the name suggests, this committee is formed every year to
encourage the students to showcase their talent in the sports
to play their favourite sport. The Sports Committee 2019-2020
was led by Mr. Prashant Chaudhary from the IT department
and also included Sriram Sir, Lokesh Sir, Naresh Sir

overall consisted of 34 students of which four formed the Core
and thirty were members.

2019 - 2020
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interactive session with the chief guest Mr. Amit Seth who is a profound sports
students as part of the celebrations of Ganesh Chaturthi. On 29th August, the Sports
Movement where our honourable Prime Minister gave a thoughtful speech on
leading a healthy life. Throughout the eventful year they assisted all the interested
students in participating in various inter-collegiate indoor and outdoor sports events
such as the ones organized by the Mumbai University, which were badminton, chess,

many of them took medals back home. With this, Sports Committee wrapped up a
wonderful year.

THE BUDDY PROJECT

THE OFFICIAL FRIEND CIRCLE

At Usha Pravin Gandhi College, we believe that we are a family.

committee that puts warmth and acceptance above

that one committee which the entire batch is a part of. Staying
true to our college's values, TBP not only does away with the
issue of bullying altogether but makes sure that every new

Following the legacy left by their hard-working seniors, the
present core and the buddies are constantly on their toes to
of Prof Mayur Vyas and is being spear-headed by Miss Ayushi
Shah. As soon as the core committee was appointed, the
interviews of mentors commenced, and the selection was done

2019 - 2020
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The handing over of the badges to the committee members and the announcement

Buddy Project' is introduced to the FYs. This was followed by activities initiated by
the Career-Concern Department. A 'Resume Writing Session' was conducted along
session which involved a live demonstration of a student's resume and presentation
with a lot of dos' and don’ts.

streams which received participation from a large number of students across

planned to end the semester on a high note by showing the way ahead to the
entire team of TBP conducted various events to encourage student engagement
throughout the year.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP
CELL

THE BEST IN THE BUSINESS

There are budding business people in all our educational
institutions. All they’re looking for is direction and some help.
like-minded people. They make boring presentations fun, all
while teaching you the skills required for your start up journey.
This year the teachers in charge for this committee were Mrs.
Shubhangi Nargund and Mr. Abhijeet Mohite.

was Auction Caution.

favourite cricketers. The main aim of conducting this event was
to simulate the understanding of how students learn how to
bid and manage their limited resources and strategise by
aiming for the players.

inspiring guest speaker session by Dr. Anuja Agarwal, the
Associate Dean Technology Management at Mukesh Patel

the product to successful administration of 5 year plan.

Usha Pravin Gandhi College conducted orientations of Social

Bootcamp training held on 30th and 31st of August
2019. These two teams have helped to accelerate small rural
business programs accordingly and have hence learnt in the
process too.
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session. Successful entrepreneurs were called to tell the stories of how they built
themselves, so the students could learn from the best. The guest list boasted of

She is also the Director at the Board of the World Federation of Mental Health and is
also the Chairperson of the Youth Section at the World Congress for Mental Health,
as a Senior Associate at PwC and Mr. Shivam Bansal, Business Development

colleges as well and has attracted a huge audience. Students who have had a stall

sponsors like Chai and Games and Mad Over Donuts. There was also an open mic

the perfect combination of learning and joy, they are the best in the business after
all!

SOCIAL OUTREACH
UNIT

Giving in to a change

This small committee of Social Outreach Unit, popularly known
as SOU, has done big and commendable events throughout the
ed
college garden, which is grown in the college campus, the very
team of SOU had carried out this amazing ‘Tour Of The Garden',
wherein professors of NM and Mithibai college, along with our
faculty, had a tour around the garden, and witnessed the
beauty of the various plants nurtured by the hard working
students. They were also given booklets which precisely covered
the other categories of plants growing in there. The event being
conducted on the 2nd of October, also paid a tribute to two of
Along with the environment, this committee looks upon the
social issues in the society as well.
As a result it has conducted events such as, ‘Good Touch and
Bad Touch', where kids from the 5th and 6th grades, belonging
to the government school, were acquainted with this serious
concept of good and bad touches, in a not so serious way, with
the help of fun activities, games, and slogans which interested
the kids, as well as made them realise the importance of being
aware. The committee also spent a day with the old age people,
and gave them simple joys of life, while celebrating Christmas
with all of them.
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Along with these social topics, there was also a ‘Clothes Donation Drive', which was
conducted for 2 days in the college campus itself, and the collected clothes were
donated to the Poddar Foundation. There was a tie up with the ‘RUR Green Life,
where two major events were conducted with them. One was a sustainable waste
management workshop, providing immense knowledge of having productive use
of waste, while at the same time minimising the damage to the environment. The
other event being a ‘Green Audit', which again was carried in the college campus

the teaching faculty participated with great enthusiasm.

damages being done to the environment, and the need to protect it, in front of all
the students, in a fun way. The committee also had a day with NGO kids, to make
them feel special, and build their self esteem. Not forgetting the importance of all
the other committees in the college, the team also had a fun gaming session,
including many working committees of the college, for building better bonds. Since
the college is known for it’s numerous committees, and the activities conducted by
them throughout the year, SOU realises this and thus they’ve made this event, into
Outreach Unit of the college has achieved indeed great success, and they will be
looking forward to more of it.

LITFEST

FOR THE LOVE OF ART AND LITERATURE

SVKM’s Usha Pravin Gandhi College’s LitFest 2019, was more than
just a literature festival. The festival was made more extraordinary
with the support of UFO Cinema, Kellogg’s and Dust Value. In its
third year, the festival soared new heights and successfully organized
an unparalleled experience for all connoisseur of art. The festival was
signature event, Between Takes with Vicky Kaushal. The event
followed the journey of the actor and explored the importance of art
together myriad art forms such as written and spoken literature,

ceremony that saw the star cast and the director of the promising
Ruparel interacted with the audience and shared the importance of
art and literature in their lives.

Over a period of 2 days, LitFest managed to draw enthusiastic crowds
with a spectrum of events ranging from open mics, panel
discussions, live performances, to specially curated workshops.
Day 1 of LitFest was a diverse mix of events. With loads of learning,

a crash course for aspiring spoken word poets.
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Events like the dance workshops made the participants groove to more than one
Greet with Kiran Manral and the journalistic writing event with Ushnota Paul

TECHVANZA

INTO THE REALM OF TECHNOLOGY

participants showcased their technical and gaming skills to win
exciting prizes.

on a virtual machine. The games that were played were Fruit Ninja,
participants experienced Virtual Reality at this event.

unveiled and explained to Contingent Leaders, who were also
introduced to the prizes of Techvanza’19 to stoke their enthusiasm. The

and Flagship events. Techvanza’19 saw a participation of more than
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spirit. Events like Speed Coding tested the programming skills of participants using

gamers. Virtual Reality gave the players a peek into the parallel world. The game
the hand remote control and VR glasses. Need For Speed is one of the oldest car
keep the participants engaged in their game.

Informal events include Typewriter where the participants were supposed to type a

of CLs was an event where the leaders represent their respective colleges. War of
CLs was organized for the Contingent Leaders of all colleges.

MONTAGE

THE BOX OF MEMORIES

UPG’s photography department, Montage is a team which has
people following their passion to a team of almost 40
photography and videography enthusiasts, Montage has left its

the leadership of our President, Parth Gada, the committee has

and Valor, workshops, academic seminars, special occasions like

events such as the NSS Blood Donation Camp, SOU’s

Montage this year.
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students the interesting things that happen in and around college throughout the
of each new event organized in the college. This year, on the occasion of World

intended to empower the team of aspiring photographers with a skill that would

Team Montage is looking forward to organizing activities related to photography

ROTARACT CLUB
OF UPG

KEEPING THE SPIRIT ALIVE

carried out a plethora of events and activities successfully. The
chain starts with the main event, i.e Installation Ceremony of

with other committees for 12 days. Rangtali, another interactive

joy and togetherness amidst all festivities. RCUPG also lent a
helping hand for the Orientation Session of the College, that

2019 - 2020
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performed great and hopes to keep up the good work.

ELOQUENCE

EMPOWERING MINDS THROUGH WORDS

Eloquence is Usha Pravin Gandhi's highly regarded and
esteemed public speaking & debating society. With a
committee full of enthusiastic, strong willed members,
academic year of 2019-2020.

stereotypes, Eloquence kicked off this year unconventionally
through spreading smiles to underprivileged children. By selling
NGO for the underprivileged children by gifting them
confectioneries. The team successfully sold over 800 chocolates
in 2 days & hosted fun activities for students such as an
in-college photo booth & an interactive poster where everyone
contributed to write about the one thing that made them
smile. With an exceedingly successful event, Eloquence started
its year with a bang!

writer's blog, providing a platform to all the budding writers
and poets to share their creative writing work that includes
stories, poems & write-ups.

teachers alike, participated in this event that celebrated our
and Urdu that proved to be a bonding experience among all

members.
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streams in UPG, who engaged in a battle of words on various social, economic and
political topics. The students engaged in extremely intense and witty discussions on
were also provided with several helpful tips and suggestions on how to be a better
ended. This proved that its aim is not just to engage people in competitions but to
make sure they help them overcome their fear of public speaking and support
them in their overall development.

January and kick-started 2020 with an intense battle among the participants to
advocate their ideologies and motives for the country. They went on to perform
conducted successful PR campaigns for their political parties as well, with one

afternoon dedicated to beautiful poetry slam. Being a non-competitive event,
Eloquence provided students & teachers with a platform to express their creativity
in the form of poetry and recitation.
Eloquence, as always left its mark in the academic year 2019-20, leaving behind a

VALOR

THE BIRTH OF A LEGACY:
THE FIRST EDITION OF A SPORTS FIESTA

in the minds and hearts of the members, participants, and
teachers. It began a legacy by setting the benchmark for years
to come.

festival. They found what they were looking for in the

Jamwal, was crucial in the formation of Departments and
appointing their heads. Despite poor participation, the team
did not falter and work continued to happen full steam on as
quality became the focus.

strengthened, a unique hierarchy was established, one with
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everyone to work together with merely 10 days to go for the festival. Working hectic
hours, to high-stress core committee meetings, apprehension was thick in the air.
No stone was left unturned in making the festival the success that it was. Their

boasted of various delicacies.
celebrations each year.

WOMEN DEVELOPMENT
CELL

THE RADICAL GROUP OF EMPOWERED WOMEN
BY THE WOMEN, FOR THE WOMEN

events and attended 2 workshops outside the college to
observe the opinions of different age groups on gender centric
society related topics. The main motive of the committee
and it created it in the most creative way possible.

Who Runs the World?” , in collaboration with Young India

menstrual hygiene and nutrition amongst women, especially
in the rural areas of Maharashtra, while also working on legal

The third event was a speaker session was held on 11th
December, 2019, where our speaker for the day was Ms.Nadia
to hear from the advocate. The session started with educating
the students about the basic rights which are included in the
speaker. The Priyanka Reddy case and the Nirbhaya case was in
prime focus.
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December, 2019. This was a competitive event where students from other colleges
The participants displayed their idea of freedom through the verbal and non-verbal

law. While discussing about all this, she gave examples of cases they deal with day
in and day out. In the end she opened the session to the audience.

various experiences of the audience that have been to police stations. The speaker

workshop was enlightening and the audience was made aware of small and
crucial elements that matter.

DLLE

THE ONES THAT BROUGHT ABOUT A CHANGE

successfully completed eighteen activities this academic year.
Ranging from providing career guidance to hearing impaired
successfully contributed to the social welfare of the college as
well as the society.
With the promotion of activities such as recycling, beach
cleaning, paper bag distribution, green garden initiative,

They also coordinated visits to mentally disabled children's
orphanage, conducted surveys and seminars.
One of their major activities was the Joy of Giving which was a

underprivileged.

the cause.
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Green garden initiative was one of the activities where the students of UPG learnt a
lot about botany and agriculture by participating and harvesting the yields
produced in the UPG garden . Each week groups of UPG students were allowed to
visit the garden and taught how to harvest the produce with the help of an
instructor. The idea behind this initiative was to help students better understand the
basics of agriculture and botany in order to inculcate a lifestyle of sustainability and
environmental consciousness.

practiced regularly at home, nudging them towards a healthier lifestyle.

Nasmaste foundation, who donate staple food to the needy, underprivileged,
working class on every full moon day.

about a sense of empathy and compassion for the underprivileged and worked
strenuously to help change their lives for the better.

COVER STORY

Coping with Covid and Covidiots:
Memoirs from a common jail

As I write this, I am at home during lockdown phase 2 and have
almost forgotten what outside feels like, just like everyone else. The
global pandemic has forced everyone into their homes and in all
this while; the environment has become richer, we have spent more
time indoors than ever and the economy is plummeting. In times
like these, we have seen how severely unprepared we are for a crisis.
As a college, we had some interesting events happening. So sit back
happened at UPG, saved for the future generations for reference
(though we sincerely hope you don’t have to go through anything
like this ever again).
The corona storm had been brewing up for a few days now when

preparing for their upcoming exams. There was news of the
coronavirus spreading rapidly through Italy. In India, there was a lot
of speculation but no major developments as such. Around the
second half of March though, cases started getting reported in India.
schools and colleges were shutting down. UPG, however, remained
open.
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There is a joke that goes around here, that SVKM is always open, come what may. Be
it extremely heavy rains or a novel disease, you have to attend college. Once again,
this joke persisted. Memes were circulated. However, matters started getting serious
year exams. By this point, at least regular lectures were called off. Just two days
the entrance desk was the highlight of the event.

COVER STORY

Coping with Covid and Covidiots:
Memoirs from a common jail

against the university in such large numbers. Things did fall in place
after that when exams were called off. However, the lockdown still
hadn’t begun. Once it did, there was another round of chaos. It
wasn’t easy for the teachers as well. “It was very chaotic when all of a
sudden the lockdown was announced. The students were confused
and worried and kept messaging us continuously, calling us to get
an update about the exams. We were clueless as we had to wait for
the state government, Mumbai University and our management to
outstation students wanted to get home,” said Mrs. Geeta Sharma,
professor of the BMM department.
UPG was quick to catch up on the new trend of online learning.
Zoom became the most used app and suddenly we all had the
opportunity to attend lectures again, this time without the effort of
getting ready and travelling. Online learning was always a thing, it
has been a lifestyle for people living in remote areas for a while now.
However, we never really expected it to become our reality.
which were followed by a number of other online lectures for
students of all streams. The university came up with webinars on
choosing a career, various media job prospects and other such
topics. After a point of time, the college even came back with its
defaulters’ list, receiving responses that were a mix of amusement
and despondence. Everyone who had failed to uphold 75%
attendance had to be a part of certain online courses.
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One thing that online lectures taught us for sure was that distance learning is
from the comfort of our homes. But is that something we want? Not entirely. It must
be an option, for those who cannot attend lectures due to logistical reasons. But
most of us will miss sitting in lectures with our friends, the warmth and face to face
interaction with our teachers and the fun environment of a classroom. Of course, the
pleasure of bunking a lecture and sitting in the canteen would also not be matched
by missing an online lecture for a nap. On a serious note, it must be taken into
observation that there is now a change in the way we perceive education. There are
students in various corners of the world who cannot go to school or college. With
only a device and internet connection, schools can reach them. If this system was
applied to all urban areas as well, a lot of resources would be saved. We shouldn’t
take our entire system online but must take full advantage of what prime
educational institutions are providing us. Harvard has been offering certain courses
free of cost, how dreamy is that!

The college committees too weren’t lagging behind. Montage the photography club,

justice to their positions despite college being shut. Yashokrita Jain, the president of
NSS, talked about her experience; “We conducted various sessions from dance to
yoga to origami. It was a real task for our volunteers to dig up their resources and use
their convincing powers to get these professionals to collaborate with us and make
this period as productive as it could be. Our motto was to help people around us use
their time in doing something useful and grow as indviduals.”

COVER STORY

Coping with Covid and Covidiots:
Memoirs from a common jail

Students are exploring their inner talents to the fullest. Everyone is
up videos of the talents they had always wished to tap, be it makeup
or dance or singing. While some of us have started missing college
already, one thing everyone is collectively glad about is the
postponement of exams. To know interesting stories of what
competition where the entries were supposed to describe their
lockdown experience.
Another thing that is on stake here is mental health. Lockdown has
been pretty hectic for the mind, especially with those who’re
quarantined alone or in toxic environments. Deteriorating mental
health is common among the youth today and this situation has
Instagram to address any questions the students might have. As a
mental health counsellor, she gave some tips. “The best thing would
be to try to stay positive. A lot of my clients are messaging me that
their anxiety has worsened and I’m talking to them all. We must all
try to stay hopeful. Also, comparisons make way to unhappiness so
avoid that and try to make the best of what you have.”
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generation to extract laughter out of a painful and uncertain situation. We have
relaxed wondering if we’re wasting time and we’ve been productive to the point
where we tried everything. But one thing that will stay after all this is over is that it
has formed a very strong memory to look back at in the future. All our experiences
and lessons in life henceforth will be marked by this period, of how it brought us
together or broke us apart. As for the entire world, it won’t go back to normal. It
shouldn’t. Normal wasn’t working for us. We’ll be kinder, stronger, more empathetic,
more careful. We will be humble, aware that a single virus brought us all to a halt,
something nothing else could do. We’ll be aware that tomorrow isn’t promised and
plans can fall apart when nature wills them to. This will, hopefully be the beginning
that learning is beyond the textbook syllabus. I hope educational institutions focus on
taught of course, but it can be learned. I hope educational institutions focus on
teaching their students what privilege is and how it must not only be acknowledged,
but also used for betterment.
This pandemic has revealed how ill equipped we are in times of crisis; physically,
mentally and emotionally. But it has also revealed just how strong we can be when
these times are upon us. Whoever is reading this, I hope things are better now and
we are far away from April 2020, which is when I am writing this. Consider this a
letter of hope to the future, the future that is now.
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MEDIA
MEDIAETHICS
ETHICSFO
F
The world of the 20th century looked very different from the 21st. How so, you ask?
There was a sharp demarcation between what was on and off the screen. The state of
technology back then inhibited the audience from accessing such a clear, graphic
image of reality. As technology grew, so did our appetite to know what was
happening behind the camera. The ease with which we peek behind the curtain in
these times makes us all the more responsible to uphold a higher standard of ethics
and morality. Ethics is fundamental to the survival of civilized society, especially one
that often incentivizes corruption. This rule previously applied only to those faces that
responsible.

guide to Media Ethics.
Media Ethics are more than mere expectations of right and wrong behaviour. These

1.
3.
5.

Media’s impact on public opinion
makes the job of a journalist that
of a guardian of public interest.
Therefore, a media person must be
fair, unbiased and true to
fundamental, human and social
rights.

media must present unbiased
facts and not sway in favour of
either side. To uphold this
principle, name of community,
religion, caste, gender, race, etc. of
both sides must be withheld by
the media.

source must always be respected
and never compromised. This is
the primary journalistic ethic.

2.
4.

public emotion, media ethics
oblige journalists to show restraint
in their reports and comments.
Media content that incites violence
is detrimental to any democratic
society.

Maintaining the accuracy and
precision of information is the
foremost responsibility of any
one must voluntarily rectify their
mistake, apologise and take onus
publicly.

6.
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OR
ORTHE
THELAYMAN
LAYMAN

Dissemination of information that
does not promote greater public
good such as rumours, loose talk is
unprofessional and looked down
upon.
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Ideas are
precious

All pioneers will tell
you that behind their
success was an absurd
yet ingenious idea.
However, this is not
entirely true. A brilliant
idea is worthless
without one’s
conviction to pursue it
doggedly. So don’t
discard ideas that
ignite your passion,
because these will
take you to great
heights.

Manage your

Cultivate that
curiosity

We all grow up
learning to follow the
beaten path because
it comes with the
promise of security.
Now and then,
though, one should let
go of inhibitions and
explore new avenues.
What better time to
do that than your 20s?
practicality, do it for
the learning. Don’t
hold back!

Who doesn’t dream of
being well-off? Simply
saving up money is not
enough if you want to
live luxuriously. Learn
to budget and invest
your savings to get the
from your resources. A
management will go a
long way when you
want to bet on one of
your passion projects.
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Experience the
power of research

Know why every major
brand spends tons of
money into R&D?
Because research
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Balance trends with
evergreen skills

Yes, tech is the new
big league. One must
know how to use all
essential technological
learning new software,
systems and
applications. However,
do not forget to
diversify. Art, culture,
history have been
around for much
longer. Branch out,
don’t keep all your
eggs in the same
basket.

that will arise once you
begin executing your
ideas. You will still
have to take risks, but
at least they will be
calculated. Thorough
research will form a
strong foundation and
substantially lower
your margin of error.

Organize yourself

Don’t leave
organization skills for
process of making
your dreams a reality,
you need to go back
and tweak the steps a
little. Being organized
will save you the
anxiety that a
haphazard plan brings.
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IT’S OKAY TO
BE CONFUSED

Stories of two great visionaries and how
they carved their path towards success.
The biggest delusion most of us hold is that to make our lives more meaningful, we have to
be more "successful" or "rich" or "happy". But these things aren't supposed to be our end
lives is to be "rich enough to have our names in the Forbes magazine", after you accomplish
that, what next? Most of us are in love with the end product. The feeling of pleasure that
whole lives and actions end up revolving around them. We don't love the process though,
we don't want to wake up early every single morning and start working on that thesis for the
award, we don't want to make savings for the house, we don't want to study and work to

The stories of visionaries and how they carved their path towards success isn't for you to
read and hold it as a map for yourself.
These two stories of two visionaries are contradictory in nature. One looked at the bright side
of things, one never truly was happy. They both are millionaires though. The distinction
between the two stories will be able to show you how success and riches aren't the only
and others. These values have to be realistic and the metrics that we choose to measure
success have to be healthy.
Be thankful for what you have; you'll end up having more. If you concentrate on what you
don't have, you will never, ever have enough.
Oprah Winfrey was born to a teenage mother who lived in poverty. She used to wear dresses
made of potato sacks because they could never afford such a luxury. Oprah had her share of
poverty and abuse in her childhood, she was constantly beaten down by forces overpowering her. She ran away from home at the age of 13 and gave birth to a premature baby when
she was 14. The infant died at childbirth. She was a bright student though, she was accepted
scholarship to a university for her oratory skills. She began working as a news anchor and
black woman who refused to be subjugated by the glass ceiling. She started her own talk
show soon, The Oprah Winfrey Show. She became a millionaire at the age of 32. As of 2014,
-

ty, she has seen the dirtier side of the world, for her it has always been a struggle to make
her mark in an industry that grades you according to their unrealistic beauty standards. She
always looked for opportunities to grow, to get out of the miserable situation that she was in.
She loved oration, she practiced it and enjoyed it.

On the contrary, here's a story of a visionary who achieved all the best things from life and
yet ended up sad.
Dave was an American guitarist with a bad luck. He was amazing at what he did but he
would always drink a little too much and was short tempered. His fellow band mates
thrown out of the band. He was absolutely devastated. He wanted revenge, he wanted to
prove it to his ex-band members that he could do better than them. And so he worked, he
worked for years on his music like a maniac and he made a new band. They signed a record
Dave Mustaine was the founder of the famous heavy metal band Megadeth. Megadeth sold
been the epitome of success. But for Dave, in an interview, he said even after all of that, he
felt like a failure. After all of that! The reason why he felt that way was because he was
thrown out of Metallica. One of the greatest rock bands of all time. Dave's metric for success
was to be more successful and popular than Metallica. And this still made him a sad (millionaire) man for decades to come. His measure of success made him a failure in his eyes.
Because he never stopped and looked at what he had become. He only looked at what he
couldn't have.

We would believe he's wrong and he's much better off than half of the people on this planet
but we forget that sometimes, we're all Dave. Many of us have a tunnel vision. We focus on
all the times we've been wronged, we victimise ourselves and throw ourselves into work to
prove to ourselves that we can be better than "them". But that's not how it works! Even if
you'd achieve great feats, you'd remain in your hand built pit of self loathing and self pity.
You'd always end up comparing yourself to someone better, someone smarter. Contrary to
what we've been told growing up, the world may be bad, but it's not a race. We can't all run
loving where you are and what you do.
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That's what got her a full scholarship. Her love for what she did. Soon after that, when she
became a successful news giant, she refused to forget her roots, where she came from. She
has always been grateful for what she has, she grounds herself and humbles herself. She
focused on the goodness of life and she got more of it. Adversity has been a part and parcel
of life and if she were to stop somewhere and begin believing that she can never be someone because she had less privileges compared to her friends, she wouldn't be where she is
today. She chose to see herself beyond that. She chose to break away from victimisation and
worked her way to the top.
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BUILDING
EMPATHY

The Personal Stories of UPG's Teachers

We tend to look for answers to most of our shortcomings in life in various places. We read about
tales of hardship to understand what bravery is, we watch romantic movies to understand what
love is. We are taught most of this, we see it around in our daily affairs. Yet, the one thing we
usually never learn is to take a second to pause and see what path we are choosing in our lives.
We forget to ask the ones who have already experienced life. We are too afraid to ask sometimes.
What if we were to tell you that if you could just pause for a moment and sit down with an elder,
ask them a few things about how their life experiences shaped them, we'd see life in a different
personal. Yet there will always be some things that bond us all together.

For the next Interview with Shriram Sir, he introduced
himself as "an introvert who won't mind to open up in
front of close friends. My life has been a long journey of
ups and downs."

Q.What did you struggle with, as a young teenager and how did you overcome it?

I

Q. What piece of advice would you give to your students?
invest don't think much of returns."
Q. What do you hold the most important in your life?
"The most important thing in life for me is fun and joy which we only can't see anywhere. We
tend to lose it sometimes. But focus shall only be on that in most of the cases. "
Q. How has your time in UPG shaped you?
evolved for better."
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Lokesh Sir, who is formally educated for Finance and
accountancy but has been attracted to photography

theatre and musicals. A man so versatile and adventurous, he is so much more than just his job.

Q.What did you struggle with, as a young teenager and how did you overcome it?
college. But as the battle ground changed to professional courses i began to understand my
potential and did well in my core subjects of Finance, Taxation and Auditing.

longed desire to become an entrepreneur. "

-

-

Q. What piece of advice would you give to your students?
"Be passionate about what you do in your teenage years , don't hold yourself back for any level of
job.
Make sure you develop patience for small jobs for a long time. Have an understanding of your
attitude at workplaces. Keep exploring your life your own way but responsibly. Make sure you
look for excellence and not money at early-stage"
Q. What do you hold the most important in your life?

Q. How has your time in UPG shaped you?

additional energy to stretch for that extra mile all the time.
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with over 20 years of experience. Mayur Sir had some
beautiful, wise words to share with us!

Q.What did you struggle with, as a young teenager and how did you overcome it?

college education where speaking English to interact with teachers and fellow learners was a

made me extrovert and won many friends who helped me building myself."
Q. What piece of advice would you give to your students?
and opportunities.
Q. What do you hold the most important in your life?
Values and Character.
Q. How has your time in UPG shaped you?
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Durgesh Sir, when asked to tell us about himself, said a
few very cynical and wise words.
I am too trying and struggling to understand life and
myself."

Q.What did you struggle with, as a young teenager and how did you overcome it?
We culturally behave, propogate knowledge and sense of world very immaturely.
Majority of human problems arises from inaccurate knowledge, poor understanding of how we
must perceive knowledge and knowing.

That is why we aren't able to think in a proper manner and behave respectfully.
Q. What piece of advice would you give to your students?
that one can learn in academics. Language, Mathematics and Skills.
Things that you must learn in society are Skills of Communication, Skills of utilising time and
money and skill of Self awareness.
So, one must dedicate time and efforts in studying language (reading, understanding, articulating, speaking and writing). One must develop mathematical capablities.
One must learn skills like swimming, dancing, riding a bicycle, a motercycle, driving car, drawing,
reparing few machines that are used on daily basis, and must learn to keep learning continously.
behaviour. Most important of all, Meditation.
Q. What do you hold the most important in your life?
Most important asset is Character.
Q. How has your time in UPG shaped you?

All in all, these interviews helped us reshape our perspectives. We hope it's the same for
you.
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HARSHITA RATHI
SYBMS

All good things are
wild and free

YUKTI DEDHIA
FYBMM

YUKTI DEDHIA
FYBMM

SIMRAN SAMPAT
SYBMM
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SIMRAN SAMPAT
SYBMM

The beauty of places is that they
connect us to something
larger than ourselves

HARSHITA RATHI
SYBMS

KANISHKA LAD
FYBA

VISHRUTI DOSHI
SYBMS
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SAVRAJ BANGA
SYBMM

RIYA JHAVERI
SYBMM

MAHEKPAREKH
PAREKH
MAHEK
SYBMM
SYBMM
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VISHROTI DOSHI
SYBMS

HRISHITA DOSHI
FYBMS

Everything has a patttern.
You just need to notice

NUPUR RAWAL
SYBMM

VISHROTI DOSHI
SYBMS
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SHLOK JAIN
SYBMM

A nomad I will remian for life,
in love with distant and
uncharteredplaces
SAVRAJ BANGA
SYBMM

SHLOK JAIN
SYBMM
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SAVRAJ BANGA
SYBMM

The sea, once it casts its spell,
holds on in its net of
wonder forever
KHUSHI MEHTA
FYBA

YUKTI DEDHIA
FYBMM
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जवान
नमसत्े दोसत् ,ंो
हँू तो मंै भी एक इसंान ही,
बस अपने परिवार को रोज ना िमल पाता ह!ँू
जवान तो हम सब थे,
उसी जवानी मंे मंै िनकल पडा़ जवान बनने!
खश
ु़ तो मंै भी अपनी माता को करता ह,ँू
फऱक
् कवेल उतना िक तमु अपनी माँ की सवेा करते हो,
और मंै धरती माता की!
गरव् से ऊच
ँ ा मरेे पिता का सर भी होता है,
फऱक
् कवेल उतना ही तमु धन इकटठ्ा करते हंै हो ,
और मंै अचछ
् े करम्!
दरू तो मंै भी उनसे रहता ह,ँू
फऱक
् उतना की तमु कवेल कछ
ु कष्ण रहते हो,
और मंै कछ
ु साल!
रोता तो मंै भी ह,ँू
तमुह्ारे आसँू दख
े े जाते ह..ंै
मंै चाहकर भी दिखा ना पाता ह!ँू
दरद् और दख
ु तो मझ
ु े भी होता है,
फऱक
् कवेल उतना ही तमुह्ारे पास परिवार होता है,
और मरेे पास मरेी हिमम्त!
पय्ार तो मझ
ु े भी हआ
ु है,
फऱक
् इतना कि तमुह्ारा पय्ार तमुह्ारी खश
ु़ ी के लिए दआ
ु करता है,
और मरेा पय्ार मरेी जि़दंगी के लिए!
बहन तो मरेी भी है,
फऱक
् उतना की वह राखी तमुह्ंे बाध
ँ ती है;
पर उसकी रकष्ा मंै करता ह!ँू
घर लौटकर हम सभी आते ह,ंै
फऱक
् इतना कि तमु जि़दंा लौटते हो और,
मंै शायद पर्ाणहीन!

Mansi Jatania FYBMS
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FIGHT BACK
The world is collapsing far and wide,
This pandemic is blowing everyone’s mind,
It’s time we shut the jokes and take some action,
Work from home for all but what about the medical section?
Shining brighter than ever, Activating Leadership and scaring away the fear,
Oh, dear doctors you make us proud!
How well you’re treating this crowd!
It’s time to awake the leaders in us and add more numbers to mankind’s age
Kashish Mehta
SYBMS

JUST FOR THE MOMENT
expressions there is only so much it can take before it can travels into dark and
deep waters of no return, a place where getting in is the easy part but getting
out seems excruciatingly painful and sometimes impossible.

Only something strong and bright can get you out of that darkness and
depths of self loathing and misery. Sometimes that thing can simply be the
person or thing right next to you. It could be your favourite book, your friends,
your partner. That can be your solace, your saving grace that can pull you right
out. Sometimes it could just be you, all by yourself, sitting and waiting by the
sea, watching the waves envelope each other, watching the sun disappear in
those waves, just letting time pass by.

Sometimes, those simple things can make you feel better, if not completely
then just for that moment, that mere moment where everything in your life
just feels a little lighter. Better. And at peace. Between the chaos that
surrounds you. Just for that moment. Thats the moment we live for.
Radhika Sanghvi
TYBMM
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THE QUARANTINE BLUES
Who knew our lives would come to this, the world would turn upside down?
A catastrophe so gruesome, it spared no town.
Slowly all across the world, when everything started to go downhill,
Nobody knew our lives were about to come to a total standstill.
From eagerly waiting to get home & relax everyday,
To being trapped within these four walls, that's where we're supposed to stay.
With all that stress fading away now, it's become a claustrophobic house arrest.

Now we're waking up to days of dull nothingness, with the stress of completing every chore.
There's nothing we wouldn't do now, to bring them back & keep them forever.
Long gone is the fun we'd have going out on a Friday or Saturday night,
No longer can we frequent nightclubs with our friends, or go out with our family for a bite.
Now weekends go by simply lazing in bed, browsing through the internet,
Failing to be productive, & ending the day with self loathing & regret.
From those days when we'd make convenient excuses to skip a good workout,
Terribly wanting to go out for an energetic run or just lifting a dumbbell,
We're all helplessly waiting to bid this pandemic farewell.

Travelling for long hours amidst thousands of people was indeed a real pain.
Little did we know, the world would someday take such a backseat,
We'd so deeply miss the sound of cars honking, & people's chatter on the street.

We all realised it's time to move onto something new.
Attempting to explore the artist, writer, chef or reader within us & mastering every hobby we
ever had,

Life may not be the best right now, but atleast we're all safe and sound,
This too shall pass, our normal lives will soon come around.
Hang in there for now, stay safe at home & try not to complain,
Because pretty soon we're going to have to wake up early in the morning and cry, "Ugh, it's
Monday again!"

Aashvi Shah
SYBMM - B
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Mumbai ki Kahani, Mumbaikar Ki jubaani

Lokhandwala market is always ready to satiate the shopping bug in you!
If you saw every match, jumped at every century, wept when we lost, the name Sachin
know what I’m talking about! Well yes, it is cricket and the countless emotions experienced
at Wankhede.

more than anyone! Yes, Mumbai local is more than a mode of transport for you, it’s home.
There can’t be dull weekend for anyone in Mumbai. Lonavala or a famous bar, take you pick!
Slags like ‘SoBo’, ‘MaKaBo’ have now made it to our unique dictionary.
It does not matter if your origins are in Kerala, Bihar or Tamil Nadu, Marathi is one language
we all speak to get our way through in the daily hustles of life.
Being a Mumbaikar is not an easy task. You learn to love the city not for what it has, but for
what you make of it. The trains, the ‘ek chaalis ke last local’, the ‘ upvaas ki kachori’, and the
slangs thrown around casually, are just some of the few other things that makes your chest
swell with pride and make you say ‘yeh hai Mumbai meri jaan’

Sakshi Iyer
FYBMM A
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A LOTUS FOR ALL TO SEE
In the name of cleansing,
the watchmen cleaned the pond,
only if their lotus could tell them,
what they were doing wrong.
First they take the mud out,
then they’d pluck out of the leaves,
then they’d stop the tadpoles,
the pond is only for their loti to be.
But without the mud, the leaves and bees,
the pond will no longer be,
a beauty for people to see,
a place for all to be,
a place for all to be.
Nature runs on inevitability,
On their mess there will be a bud,
The Lotus will bloom again,
when they’ll become the mud.

for everyone to see,
for everyone to witness,
what is nature’s beauty.
this pond will always be,
a place for all to be.
for that a lotus must bloom
but for all to see.
Aditi Bohra
TYBA

MILESTONES OF UPG
2015
BLACKBOARD TECHNOLOGY ,
VALUE ADDED COURSES,
AND IN-HOUSE EXAM CELL

2016
MOU WITH OHIO UNIVERSITY, USA

2017

NAAC ACCREDITED ‘A’ GRADE

2018
UPG NAMED IN THE TOP 20 COLLEGES FOR
MASS COMMUNICATION AND MEDIA BY
HIGHER EDUCATION REVIEW

2019
UPG DRAMA TEAM WINS THE MOST
COVETED KAIFI AZMI TROPHY

2020
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